Ultra-flat bismuth films for diamagnetic levitation by template-stripping
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1. Introduction

Diamagnets possess the fascinating property that they can be stably positioned in non-uniform magnetic fields, without dissipation of energy [1]. Superconductors for instance are diamagnets with magnetic susceptibility of $-1$, and find important applications in, for example, levitated trains [2]. Here, even though no energy is required for stable levitation, energy is dissipated to maintain the superconducting temperature. Room temperature diamagnets have much smaller diamagnetic constants. Silicon has a susceptibility of $-3.4 \cdot 10^{-6}$, water has a susceptibility of $-10^{-9}$, and even the highest known room-temperature diamagnets have susceptibilities only on the order of $-10^{-6}$ [3]. Thus, in room temperature levitation, the levitating forces are orders of magnitude lower than in a superconducting train. As a consequence, room temperature levitation at dimensions in the meter range is not possible.

Room temperature levitation is possible however if we shrink the dimensions. The diamagnetic force density $f_d$ is proportional to the gradient of the magnetic field $H$ [4],

$$f_d = \mu_0 \chi H |\nabla(H)|$$

(1)

where $\mu_0$ is the permeability of free space and $\chi$ is the volume magnetic susceptibility of the material.

The gradient is inversely proportional to the dimensions of the system. Consequently, the smaller the system, the larger the gradient and the larger the diamagnetic force densities. The development of high-field permanent magnets has enabled dissipation-free levitation of millimeter-sized objects. Today, one can buy toys where a thin highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) disk of about 1 mm thickness and 10 mm diameter is levitated above an array of four strong rare-earth NdFeB magnets with a magnetization of about 1.4 T–1.6 T (Grand Illusions). Even milliliters of water (the main constituent of tiny frogs) can be levitated against the gravitational field in the 40 mm bore of a 16 T magnet [5].

When moving to micrometer sized magnets, the field gradients increase again by orders of magnitude. In this regime, it is in principle possible to levitate magnets above diamagnetic substrates. This opens up a range of wireless, frictionless actuation principles. Diamagnetic levitation is used for low-friction microelectromechanical systems, such as accelerometers [6], gyroscopes and inclinometers [7]. To enable these applications, materials with high diamagnetic constants as well as micrometer-size rare-earth permanent magnets were required [4,8].

The research presented in this paper is aimed at the development of a levitation system where a micro-magnet is levitated above an ultra-smooth diamagnetic substrate at a height of around 1 mm. As illustrated in Fig. 1, a small magnet that levitates above a diamagnetic substrate will always move towards a minimum of the magnetic field. In the absence of an external magnetic field, the micro-magnet is levitated entirely because of its own field and the interaction of its field with the diamagnetic substrate. Irregularities in the diamagnetic substrate will influence the magnetic field and as a result the magnet will wobble from one magnetic minimum to another magnetic minimum, greatly deteriorating the predictability of its dynamic behavior. When the substrate is perfectly flat, the levitating micro-magnet will have no preferential position, because over the entire area of the diamagnetic substrate, the magnet is located on an energetic saddle
It is therefore desirable to use a diamagnetic substrate that is as smooth as possible.

Unfortunately, materials with both a high diamagnetic constant and a low surface roughness are not easily obtainable. The material with the highest known diamagnetic constant at room temperature is highly-oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG). However, the high-pressure chemical vapor deposition fabrication method of HOPG [9] does not allow fabrication of smooth films that are several hundreds of nanometers thick, which is required for diamagnetic levitation.

Therefore, we have directed our attention to bismuth, which has the largest diamagnetic constant of all metals, $\chi = -165 \cdot 10^{-6}$ [3]. The melting temperature of bismuth is very low ($271 \degree C$). As a result, bismuth grows as a very rough polycrystalline film, regardless of whether the film is deposited by pulsed laser deposition [10], sputtering [11,12], or thermal evaporation [13–15]. Deposited thin-films have a high roughness, which increases with the film thickness. For substrate temperatures higher than about 200 $\degree C$, the films are discontinuous and consist of large droplets. Epitaxially grown ultra-thin films of bismuth with a root mean square (RMS) surface roughness of 0.6 nm have been produced [15], but only up to a film thickness of 25 nm. This thickness is too thin for practical application in diamagnetic levitation. A study by T. Missana et al. [12] has shown that the surface texture of films up to 100 nm thick can be improved by pulsed laser melting, but no quantitative measurements are shown regarding the surface roughness.

Rather than trying to obtain smooth deposited surfaces, we employed a template stripping method that is commonly used for the fabrication of ultra-smooth thin films of gold [16]. By gluing an additional bonding substrate on top of the deposited film and tearing the two wafers apart again, the film remains glued to the bonding wafer and is released from the substrate it was deposited on. The result is illustrated in Fig. 1, which shows a levitating magnet above the smooth diamagnetic bismuth layer film.

In the following text, we investigate the surface roughness of template-stripped bismuth films using high-resolution scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and atomic force microscopy (AFM). In order to determine the causes for surface roughness, both on the front and backside of the film, we investigate their crystal texture by X-ray diffractometry (XRD). Furthermore, we determine mechanical properties such as Young’s modulus and residual stress of the thin to gain deeper inside in the film’s texture and structure.

2. Experimental details

The template stripping process is outlined in Fig. 2. First, a 1.7 μm thick layer of OLN907/17 photoresist is spin-coated on top of the bismuth film after priming it with a hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) primer. The bismuth substrate wafer is then bonded with an HMDS primed silicon wafer by the ‘glue’ layer of photoresist and is left to cure overnight at 50 $\degree C$ with a 500 g weight on top. The bismuth can then be stripped from the substrate wafer by carefully forcing a pair of flat tweezers in between the bonded wafers.

The bismuth is deposited in a Balzers BAK-600 batch evaporation system with a Maxtek MDC-360C in-situ deposition rate and thickness monitor. We used 99.999% pure bismuth pieces (Kurt J. Lesker) as evaporation material. The substrates we used were plain silicon (100) wafers. Before loading the wafers into the vacuum chamber, the native silicon oxide was removed by a brief 1% HF wet-etch. We then deposited 200 nm and 500 nm thick bismuth films at rates around 8 nm s$^{-1}$ and 5 nm s$^{-1}$, respectively. The background pressure during deposition was 3 $\times$ 10$^{-5}$ Pa. The temperature of the substrates could not be measured during deposition. Given the low crucible temperature, short deposition time, large mass of the substrate holder, and the fact that the deposition chamber was cooled, it is very unlikely that the substrate temperatures rose above 60 $\degree C$.

We carried out XRD measurements on both films in a Philips XRD Expert system II with a Cu-K alpha X-ray source. A 2θ–ω scan was performed from 20° to 90° in steps of 0.01 every 2.5 s. The X-ray source acceleration voltage was set at 40 kV with a current of 30 mA. We measured a rocking curve around the (003) peak of the XRD patterns with a range of 30° in steps of 0.005° every 2.5 s. The peaks in the XRD pattern where identified using the PDF 00-005-0519 database.

Both the topside and backside of the deposited bismuth films were analyzed by an FEI Quanta 3D Dualbeam FEGSEM/FIB and a DI3100 AFM in tapping mode with proportional–integral feedback.
3. Determination of Young’s modulus and residual stress

In addition to surface characterization with AFM and SEM and crystallographic analysis by XRD, we use the mechanical properties to gain deeper inside in the texture and structure of the thin Bismuth film.

The Young’s modulus of thin films can be determined from the change in resonance frequencies of a set of cantilevers before and after the deposition of a film on top of the cantilevers [17]. For this purpose a 200 nm thick bismuth film was deposited on an array of silicon cantilevers in the same run as the Si wafers. These cantilevers were fabricated from silicon-on-insulator wafers with a 3 µm thick device layer, using a deep reactive ion etching process [18]. The resonance frequencies of the cantilevers were measured with a Polytec MSA-400 scanning laser-Doppler vibrometer before and after deposition of the bismuth film.

The thin film on the cantilever affects its flexural rigidity and increases its mass, which results in a change of its resonance frequency. The relation between the Young’s modulus and resonance frequency shift is taken from Nazeer et al. [18]. This theory is based on a shift of the cantilever’s neutral axis and on the assumptions that the material is linearly elastic, that the cantilever has a uniform cross-section, and that its deflection is small compared to the length. For the calculation, the Young’s modulus of silicon is taken as 168.9 GPa [19].

The cantilevers are also bent due to the residual stress in the deposited film. From the cantilever deflection, the residual stress can be readily determined using Stoney’s equation [20],

$$\sigma_t = \frac{E_t \xi}{3 t_t L^2}$$ \hspace{1cm} (2)

with residual stress $\sigma_t$, cantilever Young’s modulus $E_t$, cantilever length $L$ and thickness $t_t$ and cantilever deflection $\xi$.

Because an accurate value of the bismuth film thickness is required for the determination of the Young’s modulus, we verified the film thickness by SEM imaging of the film fracture cross-sections, see Section 4.3.

4. Results and discussion

4.1. Film surface texture

We will refer to the two deposited bismuth films by their ‘intended film thickness’, i.e., the film thickness we intended them to have: $t_d = 200$ nm and 500 nm. AFM measurements of the deposited films are shown in Fig. 3. Both the 200 nm and the 500 nm film have a rough surface with similar shaped grains. The surface roughness parameters determined from the AFM measurements are given in Table 1. Fig. 4 shows the histograms of the measured topography.

The structure of the films corresponds to the rough but continuous film structures reported by L. Kumari et al. [13] for films that were deposited at 30 °C and 100 °C. Because we do not observe island formation, we conclude that the substrate temperature remained well below 200 °C during deposition.

4.2. X-Ray diffraction measurements

The XRD measurement results are shown in Fig. 5. The peaks in our XRD measurement results appear at the same 2θ angles as those measured by L. Kumari et al. [13]. Even though bismuth has a rhombohedral unit cell, especially in polycrystalline films, it is useful to convert it to a hexagonal unit cell [21]. In this case, one can attribute the observed peaks to the (003), (006) and (009) planes. The rocking curve measurements around the principal (003) peak at $2\theta = 22.5°$ confirm that the films are polycrystalline with a preferential c-axis orientation. The small peak at $2\theta = 69.0°$ originates from the (400) plane of the silicon substrate. The origin of the peak at $2\theta = 53.4°$ remains unclear. It does not match any known scattering pattern of bismuth, bismuth oxide or silicon.

By applying Scherrer’s equation, we determined that the average crystal size is 72 nm and 88 nm for, respectively, the 200 nm and 500 nm thick films. This is in agreement with the AFM observation of Fig. 3, where the average crystallite size appears to be on the same order of magnitude.

4.3. Measurement of the film thickness

Because the films are rough compared to their thickness, the definition of the film thickness is not trivial. We can identify the peaks from the cross-section SEM image, but it is much harder to identify small holes. We therefore suggest an ‘apparent minimum thickness’. The

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$t_d$ (nm)</th>
<th>$R_p$ (nm)</th>
<th>$R_{pp}$ (nm)</th>
<th>$R_{RM}$ (nm)</th>
<th>Median (nm)</th>
<th>Average (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>200</td>
<td>13.4</td>
<td>140.5</td>
<td>17.4</td>
<td>28.1</td>
<td>34.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>500</td>
<td>20.3</td>
<td>241.2</td>
<td>25.5</td>
<td>104.1</td>
<td>109.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
histogram of the $z$-values measured with the AFM has a narrow peak for lower values of $z$ and another bump for higher values of $z$. Comparing this histogram with the cross-section SEM reveals that the bump at higher $z$ values represents the peaks that protrude above the surface, which means that the left tail of the narrow peak at lower $z$-values represents the small amount of holes in the surface. The peak of the histogram itself then corresponds to the apparent minimum thickness.

Fig. 6a and b show the cross-section SEM images of the 200 nm and 500 nm thick films, with an overlay of the histogram of the $z$-values measured with the AFM. The histogram is offset in such a way that the peak matches the apparent minimum thickness determined from the SEM images.

The average value of the offset AFM histogram now represents an ‘effective’ thickness that corresponds to the film thickness at which the amount of material in the peaks above the effective thickness is compensated by the material ‘missing’ from the ‘holes’ beneath the effective thickness. Hence, the effective thickness represents the thickness of a hypothetical, perfectly flat film that contains the same amount of mass as the actual film. The film thickness values are summarized in Table 2.

4.4. Young’s modulus and residual stress measurements

The effective thickness of $(176 \pm 13)$ nm is used for the calculation of the Young’s modulus. By averaging the measured values of the Young’s modulus on the different cantilevers, its mean value could be determined to be $(20 \pm 11)$ GPa. The large error is mainly caused by the uncertainty in the film thickness. The relation between the observed value for the Young’s modulus and values reported for bulk crystal is complex [22], since it involves transformation of the rhombohedral unit cell into the hexagonal cell, and subsequent averaging over the in-plane orientation to correct for the polycrystalline nature of the film. The experimental value found here is however in the order of the values found for bulk bismuth crystals, which ranges from 63 GPa for $E_{11}$ down to 7 GPa for $E_{14}$ [23]. This result suggests that the grains in the film are connected in a similar way as in bulk material.

Fig. 7b shows the residual stress obtained from the cantilever bending. Surprisingly, for longer cantilevers, we observe a reversal in the residual stress. Although shorter cantilevers bend upwards (tensile stress), longer cantilevers bend downwards (compressive stress). We have no convincing explanation for this effect, although we suspect that a difference in temperature between the cantilever and the substrate holder during growth might play a role.

4.5. Template stripping

The AFM measurements and SEM micrographs of the template stripped bismuth films are shown in Figs. 8 and 9. The 500 nm thick film shows a structure of large, flat grains that is punctured with holes which are several nanometers deep. The 200 nm thick film appears to have a finer grain structure, but is punctured with small holes as well. Table 3 shows the statistical data from the AFM measurement. Both films have sub-nanometer RMS roughness.

4.6. Bismuth film structure

The AFM measurement of the 500 nm thick film reveals a structure of large grains. A zoom to a region of $1 \mu m \times 1 \mu m$, shown in Fig. 9c, reveals that the larger grains are made out of smaller sub-grains. The average size of the holes is on the same order of magnitude as the...
grain-size observed on the top-side of the film and as the grain-size determined from the XRD rocking curve (88 nm).

The composite hexagonal shape of the holes that is clearly visible in Fig. 9c can be explained by three dimensional growth of nuclei [24]. The first bismuth atoms that arrive on the silicon surface combine into the smaller grains that we see in Fig. 9c. The grains fuse together to a maximum size that is determined by growth kinetics. Occasionally some atoms will bond not to the silicon surface, but to the sides of the islands of bismuth that are already present. In this way, new grains are formed on top of the bottom grains, preventing other atoms from arriving at the silicon surface. These places become the voids.

Surprisingly, in the 500 nm thick film, the size of the larger grains and the size of the smaller sub-grains are dissimilar to the size of the crystallites at the topside of the film. Observations made by Hattab et al. [15] on the structure of epitaxially grown films of bismuth provide a potential explanation. They observed that the first 6 nm of the bismuth film tends to match the silicon lattice. The lattice misfit is accommodated by ‘an array of interfacial misfit dislocations’. After they deposited another layer of 19 nm on top of the existing film, they

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>200 nm</th>
<th>500 nm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thickness as measured in-situ</td>
<td>208.6 nm</td>
<td>507.8 nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Apparent minimum thickness (SEM)</td>
<td>(186 ± 13) nm</td>
<td>(508 ± 14) nm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Effective thickness</td>
<td>(176 ± 13) nm</td>
<td>(526 ± 14) nm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 6. SEM cross-section view of the deposited bismuth films. The histogram shows the distribution of z values from the AFM measurement in Fig. 3b. The histogram is placed over the SEM image in such a way that the most frequently occurring value of z is aligned with the apparent minimum film thickness in the SEM image.

Fig. 7. The Young’s modulus E and residual stress σr of the 200 nm bismuth film against the effective cantilever length L_{eff}.

Fig. 8. Scanning electron micrographs of the film cross-sections after the film backsides have been revealed by template stripping.
observed that the film is relaxed to the bulk lattice constant. This means that the sub-grains combine into much larger grains higher up in the film. The stress between these larger grains is relaxed to the bulk lattice constant. This relaxation results in the large grain structure that is visible in Fig. 9b.

5. Conclusion

Continuous films of thermally evaporated bismuth on silicon have a large surface roughness in comparison to their film thickness. SEM and AFM inspections of the film surface show a polycrystalline structure with an RMS roughness of 17.4 nm for a 200 nm thick film. The roughness increases to 25.5 nm for a 500 nm film. XRD measurements confirm that the films are polycrystalline, but highly textured with a preferential c-axis orientation.

By applying a template stripping method, the ‘backside’ of the film (the interface between the bismuth and the silicon) was exposed. The backside is smoother than the top by at least a factor 23. We obtained large areas up to several square centimeters of bismuth with an RMS surface roughness of 0.74 nm for the 200 nm thick film, and 0.79 nm for the 500 nm film.

AFM measurements of the backsides of the films show a fine grain structure of comparable dimensions in both films, but the grains of the 500 nm thick film are grouped into larger grains. We propose that this phenomenon is caused by stress relaxation of larger grains that exist higher-up in the film.

The Young’s modulus of the 200 nm thick film was calculated to be (20 ± 11) GPa, which is on the order of the values reported for the different directions in bulk bismuth.

The template stripping method presented here solves the excessive surface roughness issue of thin bismuth films, and opens up the way towards diamagnetic levitation on the microscale.
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